
WHAT’S NEW

EVERY YEAR our product buyers attend trade shows all over the country to see what’s 
the newest, best, and coolest. It’s an exciting time, and we have a hard time keeping our 
enthusiasm to ourselves. This is the first chance we get to showcase some of the stuff 
we saw last summer and fall. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but here’s a good 
sampling. We think you’ll like what’s new, too.

Thule DeckHand & DeckGlide
Check out the redesigned 
versions of Thule’s 
legendary Set-to-Go 
and Glide-and-Set. The 
DeckHand (upper photo) 
is ideal for larger kayaks 
and SUP boards. It can 
handle up to 85 lbs of load. 
The wide, padded, and 
adjustable pads give great 
support to your boat.  

The DeckGlide (lower) 
has 2 DeckHand mounts for securely holding the front of the boat while the 
rear mount has a soft pad that makes loading easier.

They can attach to almost every rack out there. (There may be one crazy 
one out there it can’t fit, but we haven’t seen it yet.) Both come with a full 
set of straps and bow/stern tie-downs.

Northstar Trillium
If the old story of Goldilocks taught us nothing else, it’s to remind us that 
you’ll be happiest when you find something that’s just the right size. Also 
something about bears. The Northstar Northwind Solo worked great for 
larger people, but left the smaller paddler wishing for something that fit 
them better. The Trillium keeps the great all-around hull, while shaving 
1 foot off the total length (now 14’6”) and 1.5 inches off the width. The 
result? A boat that can handle a smaller paddler who might want to take a 
nice trip deep into remote waters. 

Leatherman Tread
Do you have dreams of being as fashion-forward as Bond, 

while being as resourceful as 
MacGyver? The Leatherman 

Tread is a bracelet and multi-
tool all in one. You can 
easily swap out the tools/
links you want or need, and 
the device is adjustable in 

1/4-inch increments. 
Tim Leatherman, the 
founder, will be by from 

3 to 5 on Saturday, March 
11th to personalize your 

tool, whenever you purchased 
it. Come by and say hi.

Werner  
Churchill & Algonquin
Werner’s Churchill can offer you a lot 
more than Winston Churchill did upon 
taking over as Prime Minister. Winston 
offered “blood, toil, tears, and sweat.” 
Werner’s Churchill (and Algonquin) 
offers sweat if you really want to work 
for it, but the rest of that stuff is so 
1940. Rather than optimizing these for 
racers, Werner tuned them for the needs 
of distance or touring paddlers. These 

are longer and narrower for better cruising 
efficiency, and have a nice mild 10° bend that still 
allows for smooth turning and control strokes. The 
carbon Algonquin also uses a foam core for additional 
buoyancy that creates a pleasing pop as it comes out 
of the water. 

DeckGlide

DeckHand
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WHAT’S NEW

Ready for Adventure
SWIFT · STABLE · VERSATILE

and oh, so comfy

find out more at
jacksonkayak.com

Delta 12 AR
There’s been some really neat innovation in the recreational 
kayak world. Delta introduced their fusion hull in 2015, and are 
bringing its fusion hull (conventional V-shaped bow blending to 
a catamaran-style in the stern) to the 12 AR. (AR =Adventure 
Rec). The V-bow gives a calmer ride through moderate chop, and 
the catamaran, or double hull, provides incredible stability. They 
made the cockpit larger for easier entry and exit at the ends of 
your trip. Made of thermoformed plastic, it weighs an amazingly 
low 40 pounds, so it’s easy to load and unload.

NRS Bill’s Bag HD & DriDuffel
For more than thirty years, the NRS Bill’s Bag has been keeping 
the treasured gear of rafters, canoeists, and 
explorers of all kinds nice and dry. 
Bill Parks, NRS’s founder, helped 
create the iconic design, and thus 
the development name stuck. 
They’re bringing in the new HD 
version. The 21 oz. PVC that 
makes up the upper part 
of the bag is replaced with 
insanely heavy and durable 
34 oz. material. It comes in 110 
liter and 65 liter sizes.

The DriDuffel solves the “keep 
my stuff collected and dry” 
problem a little differently. Instead 
of a roll-top closure, it uses a 
TIZIP waterproof zipper. This 
makes it easer to load and unload your 
stuff. The DriDuffel uses heavy duty 21 
oz. PVC throughout the enclosure, and 
features plenty of webbing loops and 
aluminum fasteners for most 
any attachment scenario. 
It comes in 35L, 70L, and 
105L sizes, and multiple 

colors too. 

Chota Hybrid Boot
Growing up I always thought I wanted a waterproof boot. “No 
water shall come in!” I said. I didn’t reason that if water can’t 
come in, it can’t get out either. So that’s what I got. A boot that 
coudn’t get rid of water once I stepped in a deep puddle. It made 
for less than entertaining hikes. That’s why the Hybrid Boot has 
large micro screen for shedding water. The 
closed-cell uppers won’t waterlog, leaving 
your foot damp for hours. The high-traction 
rubber sole grips all sorts of terrain, 
and the padded ankle gives 
your ankle some 
appreciated 
support at the 
end of a long 
day’s hike.
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WHAT’S NEW — FISHING

DON’T SEE IT AT THE SHOW? 
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL SPECIAL ORDERS OVER $75.

Get it at

Canoecopia AND SAVE!

20%
All NRS Life Jackets

OF
F

All Apparel and Accessories
15% OF

F

Ion PFD
MSRP: $109.95
Canoecopia Price:
$87.96

Women’s Siren
MSRP: $109.95
Canoecopia Price:
$87.96

Crux Drysuit
MSRP: $989.95
Canoecopia Price:
$841.46 nrs.com

Perception Pescador 12 Pilot
Pedal drive fishing kayaks are incredibly cool. They free up your 
hands while allowing you to move about, all without requiring 
making a trip to the DNR and 
paying various fees that are 
required once an electric motor is 
added. Perception’s Pescador 12, 
as the name might suggest, is heavily 
designed around the needs and wants of the fishing 

customer. The pedal drive is geared to enable easy acceleration and 
comfortable cruise. The underwater part of the drive flips up easily 

and stays completely flush with the hull 
when you want to explore really shallow 
waters.

Jackson Kayak Mayfly
My dear departed father-in-law loved fly fishing. I think he would have 
been taken by the Jackson Kayak Mayfly, and not just for its name. 
Based off of the Coosa HD, it’s been tweaked to meet the needs of fly 

fishermen and women. Adjustments were made to maximize stability, 
providing a stable standing position while fishing. Snag management 
(minimization) takes center stage: no unnecessary fabric, a unique 
foot block, and flip-down box storage bins make stripping line a snap. 

The comfortable seat has multiple positions for 
comfort and for trimming out the hull. 

A Therm-a-Rest lumbar pad en-
hances your time in the captain’s 
chair. The aft of the boat is even 

rigged to accept a Power-Pole Micro 
anchor to keep you at your favorite spot. 
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FISHING — WHAT’S NEW

Native Watercraft 
Slayer Propel 12 LT
Fishing kayaks are great at what they do. They’re amazing at taking 
you places the bigger boats can’t go, and without an eye-popping price 
tag. One of the later questions we get asked is “How do I get it from 
here to the water?” followed by, “How much does it weigh?” (Some 
then ask whether they should join a health club.) If keeping weight to a 
minimum is important to you, then rejoice at the Slayer Propel 12 LT. 
This fully-outfitted boat clocks in at a very minimalist 61 lbs, thanks to its 
thermoformed ABS hull and deck. The Propel drive drives forward and 
in reverse, while the rudder lets you set a course for your own lightweight 
fishing adventure. 

Wilderness Systems 
ATAK 120
When Wilderness Systems showed 
off their ATAK 140 last year, they 
were impressed with the response, 
but got tired of people muttering, 
“seems a mite bit long for the creek 
I fish.” Thus was born the ATAK 
120. It keeps the super-stable hull for 
easy handling, low-profile deck for 
easy paddling in windy conditions, 
and adds a bit more rocker for 
better turning in faster waters or 
really tight streams. They even 
added a secondary scupper hole for 
side-scanning transducers. All of the 
other benefits transfer over: comfy 
seat, rails aplenty, Flex Pod OS for 
electronics or the newly-coined 
“Helix MD” Li-ion motor drive 
system, and three separate places 
where a Power-Pole anchor can be 
deployed. 

Jackson Kayaks 
Cuda HD
The Cuda HD evolves Jackson’s Cuda 
12. It’s packed with lots of thoughtful 
upgrades like molded-in rod tubes to 
protect your gear better, a full standing 
pad, and a Power-Pole mount at the 
stern. The hinge design on the bow 
hatch was tweaked. The hull itself was 
improved for greater carrying capacity 
(up to 425 lbs, from 350) by lengthening 
it and widening it slightly. The result is 
improved stability, tracking, and speed. 
They added in YakAttack tracks almost 
everywhere and put Ram Mount rod 
holders behind the seat rest. Tackle 
and Plano box storage abounds near 
the cockpit. They included a Platypus 
Hydration system behind the very 
comfortable Therm-a-Rest lumbar 
support seat. You’ll be able to stay out 
for weeks —ok, hours— catching with 
comfort, and staying hydrated. 

BIC 
Ace-Tek 12.0 Cross Fish
So on the face of it, it sounds strange. It did to us at first. Why would you 
want to fish from a SUP? Because you get a height advantage relative to the 
sit-in kayaks. They’re considerably lighter than the fully-outfitted kayak, and 
that makes them a lot easier to load, unload, and transport. They also give 
you a full-body workout, as a thrown-in bonus. 
Does it take some added skill, and force you to 
try to be a minimalist? Probably, but that’s also 
the allure of them. BIC took their Cross 11.0 
design (which a lot of SUPers were already fish-
ing off of ) and made it a little bigger to increase 
the stability and carrying capacity. It’s not just a 
dedicated fishing board, naturally. You can still get on it and go have a ball in 
your local waters, let your kids find their quickest lap times around the deck, 
or even take up yoga on it. As the image above suggests, this will be at the 
show only, so get ‘em while they’re here.

SHOW ONLY

Friday
10

Sunday
12to
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WHAT’S NEW — FISHING

 

Buy an eagle 
license plate  

and help us conserve the plants, 
animals, and natural areas that 
make Wisconsin paddling trips 

special. Adding this plate to your 
vehicle guarantees a $25 annual 

donation to Wisconsin’s Endangered 
Resources Fund. Look for the eagle 

plate at Canoecopia to find out how to 
get one of your own. See dnr.wi.gov 

keyword “ER” to learn more.  

My other ride protects 
endangered resources. 

Wilderness Systems Radar 113 & 115
The Radar by Wilderness Systems, is lacking in RAdio Detection And Ranging systems and/
or the actor, Gary Burghoff*. It is not, however, lacking in fishing prowess. It incorporates 
their FlexPod OS system for fish finders as well as the Helix MD propulsion system. The 
FlexPod PD console accepts a pedal drive or side-scanning fish technologies. The AirPro 
MAX seat is easily adjustable up or down, as well as back or forwards. One of the best 
innovations is the rudder control which can be mounted on the left or right side of the boat. 
The larger Radar 115 can even take the AirPro 3D seat which splits the difference between 
standing and sitting, for better stability than standing and better sighting than sitting.

NRS Chinook
Yes, I know what you’re saying. Isn’t that the 
same Chinook that you had here a few years 
ago? No. And yes. What’s changed? Colors. 
For 2017, the Chinook comes in gunmetal grey, 
high-visibility orange, and a very nice natural 
olive-y green. It still is packed with pockets, lash 
points, and a super high-back for hot summer 
comfort. 

* Played Walter “Radar” O’Reilly in M*A*S*H from ‘72 to ‘79
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WHAT’S NEW

CLC TEARDROP CAMPER

CLCBOATS.COM  or  410-267-0137 FOR A FREE CATALOG AND MUCH MORE!

Build Your Own Stitch-and-Glue Teardrop Camper From a Kit or Plans

Yakima  
JayHook
The JayHook might look suspiciously like 
Yakima’s entry-level J-cradle known as the 
HullRaiser, with a black pad. Look a little 
closer and you’ll see that the mounting 
system has been tweaked to support the 
modern aero bars that are becoming the 
norm. Look even closer and you’ll see the 
mount can handle 99% of all the bars on the 
road. Solid carrying capacity for everyone. 

Seattle Sports  
Firewater Bottle
Many years ago your editor ( Jim) used to like 
to light water on fire in chem class. (Splice 
in some propane to a water faucet, then light 
gas, open valve and —boom!— firewater.) 
This is not that, thankfully. These collapsible 
bottles from Seattle Sports can carry the other 
definition of firewater, the standard definition 
of water, or any other blend of powdered 
flavoring agents and H2O, and carry that 
water around while glowing. Fun for camping 
trips or movie nights in your family room.

WindPouch  
Hammock
Darren loves hammocks, and has since I met 
him 23 years ago. The problem has always 
been finding a mounting point for them. It 
is very hard to move a tree to make for more 
convenient hammocking. (Don’t ask. Long 
story.) That’s why the WindPouch people 
made inflating their hammock super quick, 
no motor or lung-heaving required. Swing 
the large open ends through the air, and roll 
it closed like a dry bag. Clip the ends together 
and hang out on the beach or anywhere you 
like.  
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WHAT’S NEW

Register
Now For

East Coast
Paddlesports
Symposium

CHARLESTON
OUTDOOR
FESTIVAL
CHARLESTON, SC

CharlestonCountyParks.com/Outdoorfest • 843-795-4386

APRIL 21-23, 2017

World-class instruction in a world-class city. Celebrating over 25 years of paddlesports excellence.

Island Toss Disc Golf Competition • Palmetto Pump Climbing Competition
Try It Zone • And Much More!

ALSO FEATURING

Therm-a-Rest  
Questar HD
This may be the perfect canoeist camper bag. 
Stuffed wiih 650-fill Nikwax Hydrophobic 
Down encased in a water-resistant shell, 
it meets the sweet spot of being good and 
warm (rated as a 20°F bag) while not too 
heavy (2 to just under 2.5 pounds, depending 
on size), and plush and comfy as the night is 
long —or day, depending on when you want 
to sleep. It comes with SynergyLink straps 
to keep any sleeping pad (sold separately) in 
place even if you toss and turn more than an 
eight-year-old niece. If you happen to have 
an over 40-year-old partner, tell her the 
Toe-asis baffled pocket warmer will keep 
her feet warm and happy. 

Yakima  
DeckHand
Merriam-Webster thinks a deckhand is “a 
sailor who performs manual duties.” Yakima 
disagrees, and thinks a DeckHand is an 
upgraded Mako saddle capable of attaching 
more quickly to almost any factory or after-
market bar/wing/board out there. The new 
DeckHand is lockable to whatever it clamps 
to, which is not something you can do to the 
M-W version. Sold in pairs and comes with a 
strap and a bow/stern tie down. 

WRSI  
Current Helmets
Honoring the memory of Lucas Turner, and 
developed with engineers at Johns Hopkins 
University trying to make a safer whitewater 
helmet. Interconnected straps help hold the 
helmet in place even under hydraulic forces. 
The straps self 
adjust to hold 
the helmet 
in place so it 
won’t move 
about on your 
noggin’. The 
O-Brace harness 
conforms to the 
back of the head and keeps the 
helmet positioned safely. Made 
of an ABS shell and a polyurethane inner 
shell separated by two layers of EVA foam to 
dissapate energy from impacts. WRSI also 
improved sizing and fits. Protect your most 
valuble asset, your brain.
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WHAT’S NEW

LOON Paddle Co 
Footprint Board
The LOON Footprint Board attempts 
to reduce the resource footprint of 
Stand-up Paddleboards by using 
renewable resources and reusing 
existing materials. The deck and the 
bottom of the board are made from 
Earth-friendly flax fiber for increased 
strength. It uses renewable cork for 
the rails. Then it reduces the footprint 
even more by employing a recycled 
EVA deck pad. 

Design-wise, it’s an all-arounder for 
Midwestern waters. It’s got a little 
point to the bow along with a keel-like 
design through the first half of the 
hull to aid in holding a line, and a bit 
of rocker for playing in waves. Single 
fin for reduced drag (compared to a 
thruster-fin design). Available in three 
sizes to fit everyone from small to 
darn beefy.

Therm-a-Rest  
Uno Chair
The Uno Chair is Therm-a-Rest’s one chair you’ll always bring 
to a campsite or to a summer music festival. It packs into a small, 
portable, self-contained disk that can slip into any backpack. 
In its chair-mode, it was designed to comply with most festival 
regulations, so it’s copacetic at the local jamboree. It can also be 
configured to work as a convenient camping side table. As a chair, 
it’s good to handle up to 250 pounds of relaxing camper. In table-
mode, it’s designed to carry a beverage or two. (Don’t dance or sit 
on it in table-mode. Play UNO on it instead.)
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WHAT’S NEW — PFDs

GEAR PROTECTION 
YOU CAN COUNT ON seallinegear.com

Level Six Puffer child PFD
Most adult PFDs hide an implicit assumption 
about the wearer: he or she will be able to 
keep her head up and above water. That’s a 
fair presumption, generally speaking. Except 
when dealing with children, especially 
infants. The Puffer has a huge head collar to 
handle what the child cannot. The multiple 
upper strap system ensures a good, snug, 
but not-too-tight fit. The huge strap at the 
top makes quick grabs easy. It’s even got a 
quick-release crotch buckle to make diaper 
changing simpler. So don’t leave Junior on 
the shore next time you go out on the water 
but make sure he’s got a PFD designed for his 
young body. 

MTI Trident & Destiny
The Trident & Destiny are low-profile racer-
back style PFDs with a Z-strap cinch system 
for a nice snug fit. They’ve got huge mesh 
pockets for storing whatever goodies you 
want (including a ring for trust-but-verify 
keyring attaching). They’ve got reflective 
trim front and back for increased visibility. 
The Destiny differs from the Trident by 
having MTI’s Adjust-a-Bust borrowed 
from their PFDiva jacket. The adjustable 
system reduces the “squish” that a lot of 
female paddlers complain about. More 
comfort equals more PFD wearing, and that 
translates to happier and safer paddling. 

Astral  
Designs  
Bluejacket
The Bluejacket is a bomber tough 
PFD that allows maximum mobility. Its 
outer shell is 400 Denier Cordura, but uses 
comfy 200 Denier near your skin. It gives 
amazing freedom of movement thanks to 
its side-entry and “Foam Tectonics” 
design that separates the movement 
of the front panel from the rest of 
the PFD. A hydration sleeve in the 
back helps keep you from drying 
out. (Somehow a Lotus logo snuck in 
again on the back. Well played.) 
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NRS Ion
The Ion is a unisex / men’s version of 
NRS’s wonderful women’s vest known 
as the Siren. It’s a side-entry, low-profile 
jacket that is really comfortable thanks to 
the padding on the shoulders, and the soft 
material on the skin-facing parts of the 
jacket. It’s got a nice large pocket in the 
center with a hand-warming liner built in. 

Stohlquist Escape series
Our PFD wall told me it wished it could fit thin-
framed, early-tween kids better. Sure, we can float 
the kid, but the frame sizing isn’t Just Right. Most 
XS vests are actually XS/SM and are thus too big. 
That’s why Stohlquist came up with a great inter-
mediate size that’s Youth Large/ Adult XS. Rather 
than forcing them into a floppy adult PFD, they’ve 
got one that’s rated for 75-125 lbs, and that’s great 
news. We’ll be carrying the Youth and Youth Large / 
Adult XS during the year, and the whole Escape line 
at Canoecopia. 

MTI Neptune
We love inflatable PFDs. They have an 
inherently low profile which lets you move 
around easily and allow for a lot of cooling 
air during the sweltering summer heat. 

MTI’s Neptune has a great auto-inflate 
feature that will kick in whenever the 
PFD gets soaked, no user action requred. 
Sure, you can inflate it yourself with the 
pull string, but you will not have to. The 

Neptune is all-day 
comfortable with 
its neoprene panels 
touching the neck. 
The yoke-style 
bladder makes it 
easier to swim in. It 
takes the standard 
24-gram CO2 
canister.

 
TRAVEL LIGHT
Go Wild-

www.hurricaneaquasports.com
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The new Delta 12AR features our first Large Recreational Cockpit, geared towards easy entry and all-day comfort. 

Highlighted also by our innovative Fusion Hull Design, it offers effortless glide, precise handling and exceptional 

stability. Whether you’re a novice, angler, photographer or paddling enthusiast it’s the perfect platform for your 

next adventure.

|  Cockpit: 20”x 50”  |  Length: 12’  |  Width: 26.5”  |  Weight: 42lbs 

To learn more about our lightweight thermoform construction and industry- leading design and

innovation, visit one of our experts at Canoecopia 2017 or our website at www.deltakayaks.com

|  E X P E R I E N C E  T H E  D E L T A  D I F F E R E N C E

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  A L L  N E W

D E L T A 12 A R



WHAT’S NEW

Agawa Canyon  
Boreal Folding Saw
Camp saws were a favorite of my 
Scout troop. We’d truck deep into the 
woods looking for an oversized fallen 
log to cut into pieces. And then we’d 
lose a piece of the saw while trying 
to assemble it, and have to return to 
camp annoyed and empty-handed. 
The Boreal saw has no parts to lose, 
and it’s incredibly simple to assemble 
and dissasemble. If past me is found 
wandering in the woods, please give 
me one of these.

Boardworks Verve
The Verve SUP board (that’d be the 
pointy thing to the right that says 
“Verve”) is an 11’ long, 28” wide board 
for smaller paddlers weighing no more 
than 170 to 190 lbs. Expert paddlers who 
want a more lively board can be up to 220 
lbs. Its displacement design is optimized 
for speed, but the single FCS fin is placed 
forward enough to allow for fast turns in 
the surf. The carbon netting on the deck 
looks amazing and reduces weight for 
better acceleration. 

Yakima HandRoll
The HandRoll’s predecessor, Hully-
Rollers, really improved 
the getting-a-kayak-
on-a-car experience. 
Yakima decided to 
redesign the clamping 
mechanism to fit their 
(and everyone else’s) 
aerobar. As a bonus, the 
new HandRoll cuts the 
number of things you have 
to tighten down by half. That’s reason enough to upgrade, in my 
opinion. Need more reasons? The mount is now lockable to frustrate 
opportunistic thieves. 

Swift Canoe Adirondack Pack 12
Is it a canoe? A kayak? Some hybrid? Honestly, I’m not sure. I do 
know that it is stable as all heck (low, low seating will do that for you), 
darned efficient (24” at the waterline), and incredibly easy to trans-
port. The heaviest one weighs 26 pounds, while the carbon model is 
only 20 lbs. (That’s less than one of my nephew’s mega-pizzas!) Grab 
it and see just how light your next boat could be.

Katadyn BeFree Microfilter
The BeFree Microfilter is a .5L filter which can pull 
all the standard baddies out of your backcountry 
water like Cryptosporidium, Giardia, E-Coli and 
Salmonella. Anything larger 
than 0.1 microns is caught by 
the amazing shake-to-clean 
filter. (Note: viruses are smaller 
than 0.1 micron. Look for 
a water purifier if you’re in 
contaminated areas.) The 
BeFree gives you the freedom to 
get hydrated anywhere, anytime. 
Raise a container to staying 
hydrated out there.

Seattle Sports 
Survivolts
I never really thought just how universal the USB connector really 
is until I saw Seattle Sports’ Survivolts. It’s a multi-tool for the 21st 

century. The main tube in the back holds the 5000 mAh battery 
which can power up any USB device. The plug-in con-

nectors add (L to R) a 130 lumen flashlight, a 5 mW 
laser, an electronic fire 
starter, a 150 lumen 
strobe, and a 135 dB 

siren. Swap out what-
ever e-tool you need and/or 

feel like you’ve got a set of tools that 
would make the Caped Crusader proud.
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The Liquidlogic Manta Ray Propel is a 
dream pedal boat for hands-free fishing, 
bird watching, nature photography, 
exploring or for paddlers looking for a 
relaxing way to spend time on the water.

www.LIQUIDLOGICKAYAKS.com

We-No-Nah  
T-Formex Spirit II, Adirondack, 
Wilderness, & more
We’ve got great news for you. There’s a successor to the “do 
everything” material called Royalex. It’s called T-Formex, 
and you can read all about it on page 23. We’re delighted 
to tell you that the old molds are up and running 
again. In 2017, Wenonah will produce the 
more “general purpose” boats to reduce 
the possibility of backorders, but will 
be making their entire line of laminated 
thermoformed boats again later. 

Yakima  
Slim Shady
The Yakima Slim Shady is easy protection 
from that big UV factory in the sky. It would 
provide coverage to 36 people if they were 
able and willing to fit on a 1 foot squre of 
ground — but more likely will protect 2-4 
folks who are chilling in a camp chair, looking 
to extend their time in the great outdoors. It 
goes up in an instant, weighs only 20 lbs., and 
fits on universal crossbars. It is compatible 
with Yakima’s SKS (Same Key System) to 
make sure it stays put. 

Menasha Ridge Press 
Canoeing & Kayaking South Central WI
Holy buckets! Jim has lived in Dane county for over 20 
years and had no idea just how many nearby paddling spots 
he hadn’t even heard of, let alone explored. The book, by 
Timothy Bauer, shows 60 paddling adventures within 60 
miles of our fair city, Madison, WI. It will be Jim’s new go-to 
reference every time he loads up his boats, and should be 
mandatory for every paddler in south central Wisconsin. 
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Proven, Quiet, Hands-Free Forward + Reverse
nativewatercraft.com

Nova Craft Fox Solo
Solo canoes should be a lot more common. 
They are fantastic teaching/learning crafts 
since there is immediate and uncomplicated 
feedback about your paddling inputs. They 
also just feel “right” because of the way you 
can slip into a paddling “zone.” The Fox Solo 
has the delightful handling of Nova Craft’s 
Bob Special and Pal with the proportions 
changed to the needs of a solo boat. They 
decided to make it 14 feet long, which hits the 
sweet spot between tracking straight on longer 
trips, and yet short enough to be quickly ma-
neuvered when the situation demands it. It’s 
big enough to handle a sizeable load, and/or a 
canine companion, but not too large for when 
you’d just like a nice day out on the water. 

Level Six Algonquin Pack
Canoe camping is easier than kayak camp-
ing due to the ease of loading and unloading. 
Canoe packs make that even easier with 
handles and straps placed right where you 
need them. They’re wider rather than taller 
so you can portage your canoe while hauling 
your stuff. Level Six’s Algonquin Pack is 
inspired in part by Canada’s lovely Algon-
quin Provincial Park. It’s made of water 
repelling (not waterproof ) 840-denier nylon 
fabric that can take a lot of rough handling. 
The back and straps use mesh and foam for 
comfort on a high rod portage.  The hip belt 
and sternum strap distribute the load and 
keep it in place. Takes 96 liters of “kitchen 
sink” anywhere you want to go.
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WHAT’S NEW

www.SILVERWAVES.net

WORKING STUDIO & ART GALLERY
Now Open in Bayfi eld, WI

Kayak, Canoe & Wave Jewelry

Goal Zero  
Lighthouse Micro Flash
Who could have guessed that the original 

USB specification back in 
1996 would end up on 

lots of non-Serial Bus 
applications? Things 
like the really small, 
portable 150-135 lu-
men flashlight from 

Goal Zero. It can 
recharge through the 

magic of the USB port. 
The flashlight lasts for 

7-170 hours (depending 
on LEDs used) and sports 
an IPX6 weatherproofing 
standard which means 

it can handle heavy 
splashing and rain, 
though not underwater 

use. 

Gecko Brands  
Waterproof Phone Tote
One Tuesday out on the Wisconsin River, 
I got a call. Trouble in server-land. I was so 
nervous about losing my phone to the River 
that it took forever to solve the problem. 
I would have loved having a waterproof 
phone tote like this. Gives access (and 
control) to smartphones, and keeps other 
small treasures dry and readily at hand. My 

motto: “Leave 
not to chance 
that which 
you do not 
have to,” and 
I can’t wait to 
live it with one 
of these in my 
boat.

Aqua-Bound  
Malta SUP Paddle
The Aqua-Bound Malta paddles are almost 
as beautiful as the smallest nation in the 
European Union. They are just gorgeous in 
Sunwave or Berry colors, made of com-
pression molded fiberglass with carbon 
fiber shafts. We’ll be carrying the 2-piece, 
adjustable version that weighs in at only 20 
oz. The blade has 27 sq. inches of wave-
grabbing area, angled at a shallow-ish 10 
degrees. 

Hydro Flask  
Insulated Bottles
Plastic containers are recycled at a shockingly 
low 6.5%. The rest end up in our oceans and 
landfills. So do yourself and the environment 
a favor and invest in some TempShield double 
walled vacuum insulated, 18/8 Stainless Steel, 
powder-coated bottles, pint, 
tumblers, and growlers, in 
awesome bright colors. Then 
use them over and 
over again.

Seattle Sports  
Bilge Balls
A dry bilge is a happy bilge, as the saying 
goes. Or would go, if there were such a 
saying. Still, we can all agree that a paddler 
with a bilge ball loaded with water from the 
bottom of her hull is made even happier by 
chucking her ball at a nearby unsuspecting 
friend. We think it’s a useful and entertaining 
paddling accessory. Perhaps mandatory.
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Protecting the Boundary Waters since 1976.
Help us keep it wild.

www.friends-bwca.org

Thule Motion XT
Cargo boxes are “da bomb,” as kids used to 
say. They magically add storage as needed. 
The Motion XT is “da nukleur (sic) bomb” 
with a forward placement of the cargo box 
to allow more freedom for rear hatches, and 
a redesigned clamp that accomodates bigger 
bars and has a click-style torque wheel to 
prevent over-tightening. Naturally, it opens 
from driver or passenger side and with the 
SlideLock, locks in place once it is closed.

NEW MATERIAL!  T-FORMEX
In 2013 the paddling community discovered that the laminated mate-
rial known as Royalex was going to be discontinued. It was... scary. 
Royalex was light enough not to pull a muscle while transporting it, 
strong enough to be used almost anywhere, stiff enough to give decent 
performance on longer trips. It fit right in the middle price-point. If there 
was a do-anything, go anywhere material, Royalex was it. For 3 years, the 
paddling industry held its breath hoping for something to fill that hole. In 
2016, we got the welcome news that Canadian Jacques Chassé developed 
a near clone of Royalex that he called T-Formex. 

I spoke with Bill Kueper, VP of Wenonah Canoe, about the new material. 
Bill said that Jacques designed T-Formex to be a “functional replacement 
of Royalex” and that it appears he’s succeeded. Bill thinks it is a material 
that was “desperately needed… [and] represents the most significant 
thing to happen to canoeing in a long time.” It allows canoes to be built 
with fewer compromises, and a lot more performance. “Performance?” I 
asked. “You have to remember that performance means a lot of different 
things to different users,” said Kueper. He reminded me that whether it’s 
bumping rocks for the casual paddler, ease of transporting, or washing 
fish guts out of the boat, T-Formex represents a real performance 
advantage, and it allows designers to do things that aren’t possible with 
rotomolded hulls. 

When Wenonah brought their T-Formex canoes to dealers in the UK, 
the Brits couldn’t wait to take it out to “go out for a bump and a scrape” 
on their shallow and/or moving rivers. They were delighted. They highly 
welcomed the new material, especially since after a minimum of three 
years their existing educational fleets and livery boats had begun to show 

significant signs of wear. (Royalex / 
T-Formex is tough as all heck, but it isn’t 
something out of a Harry Potter novel. At 
some point it is used up.) 

T-Formex resets the clock. It means that the paddler doesn’t 
have to worry about losing their boat if they missed the sleeper rock or 
didn’t turn quickly enough. One bad call could have meant the loss of a 
$2,700 canoe, but with T-Formex, the worst you’ll have to do is replace 
the gunwales. The new-to-paddling family now has a fantastic cabin 
boat, or one that can take them wherever their adventure leads. The 
recreational whitewater paddler has options that didn’t exist for three 
years. 2017 will be a great year as manufacturers slowly roll out their old 
(and new!) designs to take advantage of T-Formex. -Jim Pippitt

LevelSix  
Jericho LS Neoprene Top
For water temperatures that aren’t quite 
appropriate for your bathing suit, the Jericho 
Neoprene Top is just the ticket to spending 
more time in a kayak or on a SUP board. The 
Jericho feels as comfortable as a cotton shirt 
next to your skin, thanks to an innovative 
wicking channel system, but has the warmth 
and protection of a neoprene wetsuit. 
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Claim this limited time offer at Booth A1 
or at www.rapidmedia.com/free-digital

USE CODE: CANOECOPIA17

($48 Value)

(Regular $19.95)

 

FREE DIGITAL
SUBSCRIPTION

ATTEND THE CANOECOPIA 
PRESENTATIONS BY RAPID MEDIA’S 
PUBLISHER, SCOTT MACGREGOR

Trip Photography That (Doesn’t) Suck:  
The Secrets Pros Don’t Share 
Caribou: Sat 2:30pm-3:15pm

Trip Stories That (Don’t) Suck: 
The Art of Great Adventure Writing 
Sylvania: Sun 10:30am-11:15am

To Adventure Kayak, Kayak  
Angler, Canoeroots and Rapid

FOR ONLY $10

PLUS, UPGRADE TO A 

1 YEAR PRINT
SUBSCRIPTION

CANOECOPIA EXCLUSIVE OFFER


